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TRAVESTY OF JUSTIC
In the matter of Death Penalty of Hooman Ashkan Panah,
CDC# J55600 /2EB-87
San Quentin State Prison
San Quentin, CA. 94974
Currently before: United States Court of Appeals
For the 9th Circuit Court #13-99010
A mother comes to plead for Justice. By no means is it requested that the law be ignored, nor
does this pleading mother request a pardon. All that is asked of the reader of these statement of
facts, is to look at the many available evidence in this case, and the manner of conviction in the
Van Nuys, California Court.
This pleading is solely to bring about Justice, as it is guaranteed by the Constitution of the United
States of America and the requirements of the spirit of the constitution, as set forth by our
forefathers.
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TRAVESTY OF JUSTICE:
How the police and prosecutors suppressed exonerating D.N.A
and other crucial evidence to frame, Hooman Ashkan Panah, an
innocent Iranian young man!?
Hooman has been on Death Row in California San Quentin
State Prison, more than 23 years.
It is a proven fact, legally and repeatedly established by the United States Judicial
systems, that many people have been wrongly convicted & sent to “Death Row” waiting for
their “Execution” and demise, only to discover and establish many years, or decades, later
that they were indeed “Innocent.” This is not a new or a rare phenomenon, as the numbers of
innocent prisoners released from “Death Row” throughout the United States, are approximately
122. Actually, innocent prisoners are continuously added to that list, each and every year.
This is the story of yet “Another innocent man” languishing for more than two
decades, as a “Condemned man on the death row”, and unfairly awaiting a “Full & fair trial”,
so that he can present the unjustly suppressed, and exonerating D.N.A & pathology evidence,
which can prove his innocence. D.N.A is the most reliable scientific evidence & courtroom’s
golden standards of legal proof, and this is exactly why police and prosecutors suppressed such
evidence, to gain a totally unjust, and racially biased, conviction of an innocent Iranian man.

It has long been said by a wise seeker of the truth that:
“Knowledge of a part, is still better than the ignorance of the whole”!
BACKGROUND HISTORY:
Mr. Hooman Ashkan Panah, ( Born May 28, 1971) is a Persian born, and an Iranian
citizen and national, is actually and factually an innocent man, who at the young age of 22 years
old was wrongly “Arrested”, on Nov 21, 1993, for the alleged murder of Nicole Parker, an
underage minor. Subsequently through a partial & biased trial, which was a total sham, farce & a
“Mockery of Justice”, he was “Convicted” on December 19, 1994. The Jury returned a “Death
Verdict” against him on January 23, 1995; and the Judge cruelly, and with no conscious,
sentenced him to “Death” on March 6, 1995. To further send a symbolic racial bigotry message,
Hooman was sent to San Quentin prison’s “Death Row”, on March 20, 1995, which is “The
Persian New Year”, where he remains to this day, languishing for almost more than 23 years,
constantly fighting for his life against all odds, and striving to receive a fair hearing, so that he
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can present the various available “Scientific D.N.A, pathology & other evidence”, which will
prove his innocence!
Mr. Ashkan Panah’s wrongful and unjust conviction was the result of numerous acts of “Fraud”
by the prosecution team, the actions of a biased and prejudice judge, leading to a gross
miscarriage of justice by a mislead and wrongfully selected Jury. The foundation for this
injustice stemmed from the police (L.A.P.D) & prosecutors’ intentional and total failure to
present strong evidence of actual innocence in their possession, as well as their failure to
investigate, and in fact cover up crucial evidence pointing to the guilt of another occupant, in the
same apartment where the deceased’s body was ultimately discovered.

Why did it take the police two (2) days and a total of seven searches, to
ultimately and surprisingly discover the body, for the first time, in a small two
bedroom apartment??...
This is truly beyond comprehension!!
Obviously, the body must have been “Planted” there during this time, by others, before police’s
seventh and final search of the residence. Given these bizarre circumstances, even an amateur
investigator would have used basic logic, evidence and common sense to figure this out, but yet
the police failed to identify and to investigate the existing evidence showing that Mr. Ashkan
Panah had been “Framed.”
Mr. Hooman Ashkan Panah was tried in the Los Angeles superior court, Van Nuys,
before judge Sandy Kriegler, who was (as will be further discussed later) a totally biased Judge.
As a result, prejudice permeated the entire murder trial of Hooman Ashkan Panah, which took
place during 1994-1995. Hooman was racially targeted due to his “Iranian Nationality” and
“Islamic faith” A clear case of Racial and Religious discrimination. It is not surprising that
only some indications of this bias appear in the court record, and like majority of cases involving
bias, the most glaring instances of discrimination do not even appear in the trial transcripts.

SUMMARY OF FACTS AND EVIDENCE:
The following is a condensed version of events, evidence, and facts, to inform the readers and
help in understanding and grasping the sense of “Oppression” and “Injustice” involved in this
case. These are merely just some of the plethora of existing facts and evidence, all based on
available existing police reports and exhibits, most of which were withheld and hidden at the
time of Mr. Ashkan Panah’s trial. These facts and evidence, which have been painfully and only
partially obtained and revealed, due to post-conviction discovery motions (and still ongoing),
explain why Mr. Ashkan Panah should not, and would not, have been found guilty, and how he
could have proven his “Innocence”, if he had access to such evidence, and had he received a fair
and impartial trial.

*** It is very critical that the readers understand and consider the
single most important and determinative key factors in this case:
The prosecutors specifically charged Hooman with “Felony Murder” / “Special
Circumstance” case, claiming that the death occurred “As a result of”, and “During” the
alleged injuries and sexual assault.
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However, as seen in the following, Hooman in fact did NOT commit any sexual assault, nor
was he responsible for any alleged injuries to the deceased; Indeed Mr. Panah was not even
“Present” during these alleged acts and, as a matter of fact, the evidence proves that he did not
even have “Contact” with the deceased, Nicole Parker.

Hooman is obviously innocent and NOT responsible for any death or murder.

1) Although Hooman stood for “Murder trial” charges, the case itself did
not even involve any “Murder”!
a) As the district attorneys concededly expressed to the trial Judge, their “Case theory”, involved
No “Premeditation”; No “Deliberate and or Intentional” death or homicide.
b) They further repeatedly revealed that they believed “The Death” itself was “Accidental”,
regardless of who was actually involved.
c) That’s why the prosecution charged Hooman with “Strictly felony murder” and “Special
circumstances” case, which did not require an “Intent to kill”.
d) The prosecution’s entire case was based on “circumstantial evidence case”, meaning that
There is No “Direct evidence” (such as incriminating D.N.A, Confession, Eye witness
testimony, photos, films, weapons, finger prints, etc.) to link Hooman to this crime!!
The prosecutors even conceded to the Jury that: Most of their case evidence is subject to two or
more “Interpretations”, including being deemed non incriminating and being interpreted as
evidence of Innocence.
Yet, under the guidelines of a biased judge, they urged the jury to engage in “Guess work” and to
“Draw uncertain inferences” supporting their case theories, in order to convict Hooman. It is
finally now that such web of lies has ultimately been revealed and exposed.
e) There is even evidence of an “Attempted resuscitation”, meaning someone was attempting to
prevent her death & to save her life.
f) The “Actual cause of death” was determined to be “Vomit with Aspiration” apparently food
particles having been aspirated/inhaled into her lung, and blocking the airway passage, causing
her to suffocate from not to be able to exhale. There was no “Strangulation” involved, contrary to
prosecutions deliberate lies. As finally the prosecution’s own expert pathologist, Dr. Eva Heuser,
reluctantly admitted at trial, her cause of death was NOT the result of “Lack of air supply”, but
rather she died as a result of “Too much air getting in, and in, and in, expanding the lungs”,
causing death. Her own vomit and inhaled food particles obstructed the lungs, and led to her
death. Based on this determination, and description of the cause of death, as admitted to by Dr.
Heuser, there was/is clearly NO “Murder” involved in this case.
g) Since the factual and actual “Cause of death” was due to “Vomit with Aspiration”, the
prosecutors and their coroner pathologist, Dr. Eva Heuser, blatantly fabricated and provided
knowingly false, and deliberately perjurious testimony in order to alleged “Head Trauma”,
“Neck stretching” and ”Sodomy”, each presumably to have independently caused her death.
Ignoring the fact that a person can only die once, not multiple times from independent causes,
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prosecution team used various underhanded tactics to distract attention, to down-playing and to
mislead the jury, as to original and actual cause of death.
h) At the same time, the court-appointed trial attorney for Hooman, was so “Incompetent” that
he couldn’t, and indeed didn’t, even point out the inconsistencies, illogical and nonsensical
testimonies of the prosecution’s medical coroner, Dr. Heuser, to the jury.
Of course, the evidence (especially after post trial discoveries) indicate that:
1- The neck lacked any signs of horizontal uninformed grip and any kind of bruising;
2- There was No “Voice Box” or “Hyoid Bone” (a U shaped bone in that area) damaged nor
any injury causing collapse and ”Suffocation”, as in a typical “Manual Neck
Strangulation”;
3- And the ultimate established fact that “She was able to, and could breathe in, & died of
too much air filling up her lungs”.
4- Furthermore, it was factually established that neither her “Nose” or “Mouth” were
obstructed to prevent her from “Breathing in/inhaling air”.
Therefore, all of the above disprove and dismiss the prosecutions’ deliberately false and
perjuriously testimony that she was “Strangulated” or “Suffocated”, which would require
lack of air supply, or inhalation capability, which by prosecutions’ own admission was not
the case here. The fabrications involved here greatly prejudiced Hooman’s case, by appealing
to and provoking the Jurors’ emotions, in order to inflame their passion, causing blind rage
and fury, leading to Hooman’s wrongful conviction.

2) “The Time OF Death”
Time of death is one of the single most crucial factors in any “Criminal” case, specially a
“Murder case. The question of who could have had the “Access and Opportunity” to commit the
alleged crime is of most importance, in any case.
This issue is obviously one of the central and decisive factors, which may lead either to inclusion
of a suspect and the ultimate conviction; or exclusion of a suspect and ultimate exoneration. In
this case:
a) According to the attorney general’s reply to petitioner’s 2254 (d) merits briefing, filed on
6/14/13, some 20 years post autopsy examinations, attorney general “conceded” that the
medical coroner “Could not determine” the “Time of death”. This admission directly
contradicts Dr. Heuser’s deliberately perjurious testimony, at trial, aimed to help the
prosecutors’ misleading “Case theory”, premised on the allegation that the victim died on
Saturday 11/20/1993, approximately at 2:00 P.M., in order to place the blame on
Hooman.
b) In fact the “Pathology” evidence shows that “Death” happened the next day, Sunday
11/21/1993, at afternoon-night, close to the time when her body was discovered,
which would clearly establish Hooman’s innocence.
c) Mr. Panah, in post-trial habeas corpus appeal proceedings, has retained the ancillary
services of an independent renowned expert medical examiner (Not available to him
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during his trial) which completely refutes and indeed dismisses the prosecution team’s
false testimonies, in this regard, by stating basically that since the body was in “Full
rigor mortis” upon discovery, at 10:30 PM, Sunday 11/21/93, some 34 1/2 hours after
the alleged/claimed time of death, and due to the fact that in a natural setting it takes 6-8
hours in a “normal” temperature for a body to stiffen into a “rigor mortis”, there is
strong, proven scientific finding, which establishes that the “Time OF Death” to be
much closer to “The time of discovery of the body”, on Sunday 11/21/93 at 10:30
P.M. (it was further noted that in this case, where the body was discovered in a “hot and
well insulated area”, inside of a closet, in a suitcase, under two other suitcases and under
a pile of clothing, therefore retaining much heat, the time factors become shortened,
meaning the rigor mortis sets in quicker, and the limbs become loosened much quicker,
within 2-4 hours after death, once a person dies. This proven scientific fact, alone,
totally disproves prosecution’s “Entire case theory”.
d) The location of discovery of the body: It is undisputed that Hooman left for work on
Saturday 11/20/93, arriving there at 3:00 P.M, and that he never returned to his
apartment, prior to being arrested by the police, the next morning elsewhere in the city. It
is also undisputed that Hooman was in police custody, the entire day Sunday 11/21/93.
Hence, it would be “physically impossible” for Hooman to have committed the alleged
crimes and to have “placed” the body in the location where it was found.
e) Indeed, the fact that a total of seven/ multiple police searches, of a small apartment, with
numerous “K-9” police scent tracing dogs resulted in “Negative finding of either the
deceased body, or any trace or scent trace of her body, inside the apartment” further
corroborate the pathology evidence as to the actual time of death, therefore
vindicating and exonerating Mr. Ashkan Panah. It further establishes that he was
“framed” and the body was indeed “PLANTED THERE”.
f) Other case evidence pointed to presence of one, Ahmad Seihoon (And his accomplices),
who was also residing in the same apartment, at the time, and who had ample
opportunity, means, and access to the apartment, and was last seen speaking to the Nicole
Parker, by her brother.

3) Nicole parker was seen indeed “Alive” at a different location, on
Sunday, the day after police’s false claims of her alleged death on Saturday.
The above pathology findings, are further corroborated by the police report, indicating that
another citizen, “Witness Neil”, had stated to the police that “He had knowledge of the fact that
two males had observed (Seen) Nicole Parker at the Best Western Hotel, at Winnetka and
Vanowen, on Sunday afternoon 11-21-93”, the day after the prosecution claimed she had
already died, and much closer to the time of discovery of the body. This “exculpatory” evidence
of “Reasonable doubt” was hidden from Mr. Panah at trial, which could have resulted in a “Not
guilty verdict”, and would have disputed the police and the prosecutor’s bogus arguments that
there were “NO OTHER SUSPECTS” and “NO EVIDENCE OF ANYONE ELSE
INVOLVED”, and that she allegedly had died the previous day, distorting the juror’s
perceptions, and giving them a totally incomplete and inaccurate view of the available (but
hidden) evidence. This evidence, in combination with the “Time of death pathology evidence”
was essential to Mr. Ashkan Panah’s defense, and proof of his innocence. That he did NOT and
could NOT have committed the allege crime.
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4) “The original suspect” in the case and many/strong incriminating
evidence of his culpability:
Mr. Ahmad Reza Seihoon: The prosecutors and L.A.P.D, argued before the Jury:
a) There were no other suspects;
b) No one else had “Keys” or “access” to the apartment other than Mr. Ashkan Panah;
c) That Seihoon didn’t “Live in that apartment” and was there on the day Nicole Parker went
missing simply for “Business”;
d) When he initially left the apartment, he remembered having left his:
1- “Car keys”; changed to:
2- “His wallet”; changed to:
3-“His brief case”; ultimately to:
4- His “Car keys and wallet”;
e) No one else other than Mr. Ashkan Panah allegedly knew of her missing (This was
fabricated by the father months after “His original contrary police statement”; and was
changed months later at grand jury and trial proceedings at behest of police and prosecutors to
falsely point the blames toward Mr. Ashkan Panah);
f) When Seihoon was about to leave the apartment, he allegedly yelled upstairs to Mr. Ashkan
Panah who was asleep to “Lock the door”, to reinforce his self-interested story that he had no
“Keys” to the apartment and couldn’t have “Planted” the body there, at later a time.-g) The prosecution team refused to provide in their “Discovery files” and constitutional
obligations to turn over to defense and reveal: “The actual police statements of Ahmad Seihoon”
which would have refuted & dismissed all their fabricated deliberate lies, and
h) By such a withholding of “discovery” of relevant and crucial material evidence, knowingly
allowed Seihoon to have a free reign/green-lighted him to commit deliberate perjury to
exclude himself as responsible; instead, to accuse and blame Mr. Ashkan Panah.
“The original statements of Seihoon within detective Severens’ police report”, explained
the following shocking and contradictory facts and incriminations of Seihoon (and the
prosecution team’s):
a) Police in their own many reports, repeatedly had identified Seihoon as: “A male occupant”
and “A resident” of Mr. Ashkan Panah and his mother’s apartment:
b) He was seen and identified by deceased’s young brother, “Casey Parker”, as the last person
ever to have been seen with her “Shortly before” she disappeared;
c) He had in fact returned to the apartment:
“To retrieve the keys from inside the apartment door lock”;
d) Stepped in to the apartment briefly and grabbed “A suitcase and A bag”, which he placed on
the floor in front of the door as he encountered Nicole Parker (2-3 feet distance);
e) As he spoke with her, she kept staring at him without talking, they kept staring at each other
for 20-25 seconds without words, all the while feeling: “She was so amazing” (Trial testimony,
which even shocked and raised the concern of the trial judge inquiring about this weird comment
by Seihoon);
f) Seihoon (and contrary to prosecution team’s fabrications) was the only person contemplating
the bizarre and incriminating thoughts: He had “ The impression that she could have easily
become lost”;
g) When he left, he retrieved the set of “Stolen/lost apartment keys” from “The front door lock”,
and left “Carrying a suitcase and a bag”;
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h) Nicole Parker indeed disappeared shortly within that “Time frame” of last encounter with
Seihoon; and her “Dead body” was discovered the next day “Inside a suitcase” planted in the
apartment which had been searched previously repeatedly by police & special k-9 scent tracing
dogs in two days, total of seven searches without her or any sign or traces of her having been in
the apartment. Multiple officers testifying of having searched the closet and suitcases, and
moved them repeatedly, at various different times; can’t claim they were that “Incompetent”
to not find her had she been there; ESP. Can’t argue that the police would have “Held the noses
of the many k-9 search dogs closed shot” as to prevent them from sniffing for her trace
since that was the purpose for having the dogs at the location last seen to begin with, to follow
her “Scent trace.”
i) Furthermore, there were police reports re: “Three white male suspects” seen and reported
by two different neighbors as: Suspiciously hanging around the apartment area where Nicole
Parker disappeared from, without any known reasons other than the crucial fact that this being
“Around time of her disappearance”;
J) Thus, there existed plenty of evidence to argue with the jury that: Seihoon and “His
accomplices” had ample: “Motive”, “Access”, “Opportunity”, to “Nicole Parker” and to “The
apartment” and had “The means and Tools” (Suitcase, a bag, and keys) to carry out the
alleged crimes. (Prosecutors also argued likely a bag was used to carry away her clothing) =
every incriminating piece of evidence and circumstances and thoughts, were most logically and
in actuality present revolving and around Seihoon (and his accomplices) only!!! Including the
most relevant factor and questionable factual acts and evidence that: Seihoon’s obvious selfinterested lies to deflect all evidence pointing toward him, being the product of: His
“Consciousness of guilt”!
k) Plus, why would Seihoon have to allegedly, yell upstairs to Mr. Ashkan Panah sleeping to
“Lock the door” when in fact he was in the possession of another set of keys which he had
placed in the front door lock, to lock the door before leaving, to begin with?!
Proves his lies were calculated, trying to “Frame” Mr. Hooman Ashkan Panah.
l) The police’s “Focus of investigation on Mr. Ashkan Panah’s apartment”: Was because of
Casey Parker (deceased’s brother) having seen her shortly before she disappeared with Seihoon,
and, due to fact of police having confirmation from neighbors that Seihoon was also “A male
occupant” and a “Resident” of that apartment; which police used as the reasons to obtain Apt.
Keys from the manager and conduct their first Saturday warrantless search at 4:30 P.M.; also
stating: Since “The T.V.” Had been observed “To be on” at 4:00 P.M ( Sat.11-20-93 ) and
voices of an older male with foreign accent arguing was heard from inside the apartment and the
person (S) inside refusing to open the door; then when 1/2 hour later officer Barnes returned
and noticed no noises being heard and “The T.V.” Had now “Been turned off” by someone
who obviously had been inside earlier whom had been seen with the missing person and refusing
to open the door; meaning: “The intruder”/ “The original suspect”; was their “Reason” for
that initial search.
Since both Mr. Hooman Ashkan Panah and his mother have “Concrete alibi” of having
been at work during those crucial “Time-lines”; and only Seihoon was admittedly in possession
of their “Lost/stolen set of Apt. keys”; it was him and his accomplices who were obviously
inside their apartment; hiding and refusing to face the police; but who 1/2 hour later successfully
left the apartment and escaped facing inquiries and further scrutiny & investigation of the police!
m) Furthermore, contrary to trial claims by the prosecution team that “No one else” could
have done this, had any motives or could be responsible:
1- Police had made a report stating: “The entire of the San Fernando Valley had been besieged
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(in past recent months and weeks) by a series of child molestation cases”;
2- The case was: “Possibly related to serial crotch grabber.” Hence, knowingly lying and
depriving Mr. Ashkan Panah of:
a) A right to a “Defense”;
b) Right to meaningful and a fair “Adversarial process”;
c) Right to “Effective representation of counsel”;
d) right to have investigator;
e) Right to Farsi Interpreter;
f) Right to “Impeach" the police’s perjuries with: Already known and readily available
documentary facts, which the police themselves were considering, actively pursuing and engaged
in ongoing investigations and thought possible “Connection” of other individual known suspects
to this case and documenting that possibility. However, instead they engaged in “Withholding”
and not “Divulging” those facts in their possession to the defense, so as to be able to provide
their slanted against Mr. Ashkan Panah, one-sided stories, cover ups, and fabrication without any
challenge being made against them! That’s deep and deliberate “Deceit”, “Fraud”, and
“Conspiracy to convict” At all costs.
n) Not so surprisingly, within few short days of Mr. Ashkan Panah’s attorneys questioning about
Mr. Seihoon’s “Original statements” and attempting to learn of and uncover his and his
accomplices’ roles and culpability in the alleged crimes of this case, suddenly “White male biker
gang members” showed up in court “Threatening” both defense attorneys and the district
attorney representative with their demand of insuring Mr. Ashkan Panah and only him must
get convicted and sentenced to death; which in return caused the judge to order:
1- Installing “Metal detectors doors” in front of his courtroom’s entrance;
2- For his bailiffs to search trial spectators with “Metal detector hand wands” (all of which was
later utilized: Instead to abuse and discriminate against the Persian/Iranian born spectators;
and which caused the jury to form false and prejudicial beliefs that it was due to fear for “Jurors’
safety” from the Iranians which the bailiffs were openly harassing with extra and excessive
searches; causing the jurors’ unfounded and false “Threat of security” and “Racial prejudice”
against the defendant and his fellow ethnic supporters).
o) Within 2 months after the trial and Mr. Ashkan Panah’s wrongful conviction, the
original suspect: Ahmad Reza Seihoon was shot three times in front of his business store
and was murdered to insure his “Forever silence”, most likely in order to: Prevent him in the
future from divulging the secret information he knew about his accomplices’ identity, guilt and
role in this case!!! According to some sources, some 20 years later, his case remains “Unsolved.”

5) At trial Police and prosecution team deliberately altered and
changed the actual/factual “Time of Nicole Parker’ disappearance”:
“The time lines” when a person is witnessed still “alive” before he or she vanishes are most
crucial in any criminal investigation to establish who actually had:
a) “Opportunity”,
b) “Motive”,
c) “Access” to the victim or the areas/residence,...Etc. last seen;
d) “The tools” and “The means” by which to carry out the alleged crimes.
Therefore, “The time lines” are one of the most single determinative factors for:
1- Identification of all the suspects and:
2- The apprehension of the person (S) responsible, whom need to be put on trial and held
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accountable.
Nicole Parker was last seen Saturday at “11:15 A.M.”, which was within short moments of her
disappearance and being seen alive, talking to Mr. Seihoon (Who was “Carrying a suitcase and a
bag” and was in possession of “The keys to Mr. Ashkan Panah’s residence”).
This actual and crucial time line of 11:15 A.M. contradicts her father: Edward Parker’s
“Change” of time lines to 11:45A.M.-12:00 Noon (Which was done months after she went
missing and discovered dead) at behest of the police and prosecutors’ specific request.
This was done in order to deflect attention, existing facts and incriminating evidence against Mr.
Seihoon, by falsely arguing to the Jury that:
Seihoon had allegedly left 30-45 minutes before she went missing; and thus, allowing
prosecution team to wrongly place all blames on Mr. Panah.
“The father’s original police report and statements” refute and dismiss those known perjurious
lies to the Jury.

6) “The negative and exonerating D.N.A test results”:
Is the science of D.N.A designed to engage in “Racial Discrimination” and hold dual standards
when it comes to exonerating foreign nationals (Such as an Iranian in this case)?
Or, is it the trial and appellate Judges’ own personal bias and prejudices that causes them to
instead decide to turn a blind eye and deaf ears to obvious negative and exonerating D.N.A
results?!
a) November 21, 1994 (Page 1024) Pretrial court transcript, where Hooman from the outset
asked and insisted from the Judge to conduct “D.N.A Tests”, in order to prove his
innocence.
b) The court ordered such testing(s), and, the prosecution team collected additional samples to
what they already had collected.
c) Mr. Ashkan Panah repeatedly inquired from the court through his attorneys re: “The result of
D.N.A tests”; prosecutors reassured they would notify them of the D.N.A results collected with
intention to use against him.
d) When one year later, about a week prior to trial, the prosecutors informed the court of their
completed “D.N.A results”, they suddenly and surprisingly told the court: They would NOT be
using The D.N.A Results; but instead were going to use “Serology” blood- typing evidence.
e) This raised the objection of defense counsel; arguing blood-typing “Serology” is vague and
Non-Conclusive as compared to the most accurate “D.N.A” Scientific Testing Methods.
f) The trial Judge and D.A said you may try to challenge “Serology” to the Jury and Judge said
he’d hold D.N.A Hearings; which never happened.
g) On November 21, 1994 few short days prior to trial, Mr. Ashkan Panah specifically filed a
"Marsden motion" (Which permits defendants to address the court re: Complaints against their
attorneys) subject of: "Conflict of interest with counsel" against his attorney Mr. Robert
Sheahen due to his failure to:
Conduct D.N.A examination and obtain D.N.A experts to put forth for the Jury the results of
the prosecution teams’ conducted laboratory test results: which the district attorneys did not
want the Jury to learn of.

(Note: Mr. Ashkan Panah filed approximately 15 areas of complaints against his attorney for
failure to properly represent him, I. E., D.N.A experiments; he still had no "Investigator" to help
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his defense; "Forensic Criminalist and Pathologist”; failure to interview witnesses; request for
a "Farsi-English Translator" to help him understand the court proceedings in order to defend
himself, …Etc. Complaining that instead of representing him effectively and provide him a
meaningful defense as his entitled constitutional rights through these requested defense ancillary
means and fields of expertise; the attorney constantly trying to talk to him about and convincing
him into taking "A Deal"; And basically trying to sell him out).
h) The trial judge refused to relieve the conflicted counsel and further falsely declared that the
D.N.A results were against Mr. Ashkan Panah by stating: "Given the D.N.A results that the
prosecution has, but at this point is not going to attempt to use, I would think it would be a
terrible tactic to get a D.N.A expert for the defense in this case"; to which Mr. Ashkan Panah
immediately stood up and objected to the court’s erroneous remarks and stated on the record:
"What if I know it’s not mine, Your Honor? What if I’m confident it can’t be mine”?
(Knowing he was innocent and declaring it to the court, to introduce the D.N.A results to
the Jury to exonerate him). The court denied his requests.
i) Thereby, the prosecution team, brought a non- qualifying criminalist William Moore, for the
first time to testify in superior court trial as an alleged “Star expert", that, “Serology" results
which contained "AB" blood (Neither Mr. Ashkan Panah’s "B" blood type; Nor the deceased’s
type "A" blood): To deceive the jury that "AB" blood type found on a bed sheet, a robe and a
tissue paper, meant it was a “Mixture” of “A” and "B" blood type.
j) The above lies by criminalist Moore and prosecutors were deliberate, since they knew their
own L.A.P.D lab, D.N.A experts had exonerating and contradicting reports (Which the
prosecutors hid from Jury) which would have and does dismiss that perjurious testimony.
k) Furthermore, approximately 21 separate tests of the items of “The sexual assault kit” from
the Oral, Anal, Vaginal canals, including The body surface revealed No D.N.A materials from
Mr. Ashkan Panah on the deceased; as conceded by William Moore: “None of the items in
sexual assault kit showed presence of semen" (RT 2029) or any blood type “B”, Mr. Ashkan
Panah’s blood type.
l) Through perjurious “Serology" testimony, Mr. Ashkan Panah was convicted. It took 10-12
years post his wrongful 1994 conviction to finally obtain “Discovery" to D.N.A results which in
2 separate reports by two D.N.A scientists from an independent D.N.A lab, "Forensic
Analytical":
1- 2004 D.N.A report by Mrs. Lisa Calandro;
2- 2006 “Supplemental report" Re:
"newly discovered and provided D.N.A Reports by L.A.P.D lab” reviewed by supervising D.N.A
analyst Mr. Keith Inman, both confirm the L.A.P.D/ prosecution teams’ own lab’s testing
conducted and the existing results of 1994 D.N.A (Which Mr. Ashkan Panah wanted for Jury to
see) in fact that:
All D.N.A results are exonerating by excluding his D.N.A from anywhere on or within the
victim’s body and by concluding 3 major facts:
1- There was no evidence of "Intimate Contact" between Mr. Ashkan Panah and Nicole
Parker (meaning: He could not have been the perpetrator, nor involved in this crime);
2- No evidence of "Mixture" of biological materials on: The bed sheet, the robe or tissue
paper;
3- No evidence of "Intimate sexual contact or assault"; thus, the prosecution teams’ own
lab’s testing and their intentionally “Withheld” D.N.A results from the jury, fully
exonerating Mr. Ashkan Panah.
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Yet more than 23 years post wrongful arrest and unjust conviction, Mr.
Ashkan Panah still remains in prison; and has not been freed as other
prisoners are through “Negative D.N.A results”!!!
m) Lastly, the prosecution’s own medical coroner Dr. Eva Heuser, testified at grand Jury:
1- “The lining of the anal canal was intact";
2- "The rectum had a dusky purplish ‘Appearance’ without any damage or injury to the
inner lining";
3- “The vaginal orifice was not torn";
4- “There were no lacerations of the inner lining of the vaginal canal" (CT 408-409).
All of which, plus her own autopsy notes, further reflecting these facts in combination with
negative D.N.A test results support NO SEXUAL ASSAULT (although amidst trial she tried to
change all her previous findings by misleading the Jury of alleged bruising in “The perennial
tissue" area samples, which is: The area “Between” the vagina and anus; Not “Inside” them,
Not “In the canals” to show any “Actual penetrations”).
Nevertheless, the negative D.N.A results exclude Mr. Ashkan Panah of any involvement
with the deceased or the charged crimes.
It has repeatedly been proven that “D.N.A” can show:
1- Police force and coerced a person to falsely confess to things which they never did;
2- D.N.A can disprove a false “Eye witness” or even the “Victim’s” own belief and identification
as to be faulty and mistaken.-Similarly, the pathology evidence as to “Time lines of death” can
show: A “Physical impossibility” for someone to have been able to be present or have access to
the victim to commit a crime.
If D.N.A or pathology evidence by themselves, or, as we have in this case: The combination of
these two most reliable and accurate Scientific methods supporting the “Same fact (s)”, are not
to be considered sufficient enough to “Exclude” a person and demonstrate his innocence; then
nothing else can ever be considered sufficient as evidence and “Proof.”
It is as if we close our eyes amidst a bright sunny day, and claim not only it is nighttime,
but in fact even deny the existence of the luminous and undeniable sun itself.

7) The prosecutor who introduced the known false serology and
withheld the D.N.A’s exonerating results has been subsequently established by
California Supreme Court to be “A pathological liar” who commits perjury
and lies in order to advance his own career. His name is: Mr. Patrick
Couwenberg:
Who was in 1999 taken to trial by "Council on judicial watch performance" which found exprosecutor Mr. Patrick Couwenberg who had been promoted and had become a superior court
Judge (shockingly by Mr. Ashkan Panah’s trial judge sandy Kriegler’s endorsement as result of
good job-done and securing a conviction in his courtroom against Mr. Ashkan Panah) was
removed from the bench for willful misconduct while in office, repeated under oath false sworn
declarations, perjuries, and for bringing the judicial system into disrepute; deeming him to be a
threat to “The public’s safety.” (These judicial findings are available on line and recorded in
detail in the opinion of his guilty trial and "Removal from the bench").
http:/ /articles.latimes.com/2001/Aug/16/me-34920
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http:/ /articles.latimes.com/keyword/Patrick-Couwenberg
http:/ /www.metnews.com/articles/couw0815.htm
Most significantly interesting, his defense at his trial and his official misconduct was that:
He suffers from a mental disease called: "Pseudologica fantastica" which causes him to
weave fantasies and falsehoods into some facts in order to advance his self-interest and to
promote his career aspirations; admittedly he has had this "Mental illness" starting his childhood,
all his life. Thus, he engaged in same improper self-interested actions and web of lies as he did
with: Withholding of negative and exonerating D.N.A results in order to provide knowing and
deliberate false and perjurious testimony of alleged “Serology mixture of bodily fluids" (on
foreign objects) to the Jury in order to cruelly prejudice and insure a conviction against Mr.
Ashkan Panah; as he did, so as to later use his victory to promote himself to become "A superior
court Judge.”
Thus, although clear example of his illegal manipulations of the truth are
available: "Before", “During", and "After" Mr. Ashkan Panah’s trial; and California supreme
court upheld his conviction and rebuked his deceitful character and misconduct; yet, they saw
nothing wrong with such a "Pathological lying, deceitful, perjurious repeated offending criminal"
to have been:
“The tall-tale story telling prosecutor" involved and in charge of telling false
stories to Jurors and manipulating them to convict Mr. Ashkan Panah based on "false forensic
and junk science and deliberate lies"!!!
(Patrick Couwenberg was tried by the state commission on judicial performance: “C.J.P").

8) “The biased trial Judge", Mr. Sandy R. Kriegler:
Defense attorneys confirm that the Judge was biased. He ridiculed them in front of the jury and
interfered with objections. The lead defense lawyer felt he had no credibility with the Jury. The
attorneys have also stated that the pattern of prejudice in the courtroom against "Iranians" and
“The Islamic faith" was disturbing. They asserted that the Judge was hostile to supporters of Mr.
Ashkan Panah from the Persian community.
a) The trial Judge, Mr. Sandy R. Kriegler openly deriding Mr. Ashkan Panah’s Iranian
nationality; referring to The Holy Koran which he carried daily to court, as a “Telephone book.”
b) Also, on another occasion his "Courtroom’s bailiff" even attempting to snatch away and
confiscating his "Holy Koran" from him.
c) Then, one day during Mr. Ashkan Panah’s absence from his jail cell, his "Holy Koran" was
torn, defaced and thrown on the floor.
d) Furthermore, the Judge issued a "Gag order" as to Mr. Ashkan Panah’s mother, Mehri
Monfared (preventing her to defend her son in the media or public eyes) who was even forcibly
removed from the court on one occasion, and summoning the Persian Media both print and
audio-visual owners and managers, and placing gag orders on all of them;
e) while permitting the deceased’s family to freely speak to the press. Often, these media
interviews would be conducted just outside the courtroom within the hearing and sight of Jury
members.
f) Lori Parker, mother of the deceased, and her fiancé were witnessed going into the area of
judge’s chambers during court recess (Lunch break). They were also seen by witnesses and
attorneys to be standing in the chamber’s hallway. The trial Judge not only was made aware of
these facts, but nevertheless prevented further thorough inquiry from other Judges and staff as to
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what these secret meetings amidst trial lunch breaks were about.
g) Another "Courtroom’s bailiff" making inappropriate and prejudicial comments to Mr. Ashkan
Panah: "Why don’t you just kill yourself and save the ‘Tax payers’ money"?!
h) Other replacement bailiffs putting unfounded fear regarding "Iranian spectators" to the Jury
during trial, insinuating alleged but unfounded threat to their safety and well-being (As
previously mentioned, on page 9, under subsection n).
i) The unfair treatment of bailiffs also included targeting the courtroom spectators of Persian
descent with excessive searches when they entered the courtroom and checking their
identification cards and running “Background information checks” on them; even arresting one
for an outstanding traffic infraction; however such treatment was not given to Non-Persian.
These prejudicial treatments and the installation of “A metal detector” right outside the
courtroom gave a very negative impression to the jury; and played into their already existing
bias. It was obvious that the extra security measure was because the court was biased toward the
Iranians and unfairly perceived them as being dangerous.
j) One "Bailiff" was even witnessed hugging and kissing the deceased’s mother, Mrs. Lori
Parker; in the courtroom hallway area where the Jurors gathered, before entry to the courtroom.
k) "Violating Mr. Ashkan Panah’s most basic required right to have a "Court appointed
interpreter":
Even though Mr. Ashkan Panah was in the United States for a short period of time (Approx.4
years) and he was not fluent in English language, as a result of which he had to drop many of his
college classes, and "Farsi" was his native language which he spoke fluently; when he personally
requested from the Judge to provide him with an English-Farsi interpreter to translate the
courtroom proceedings and testimonies for which he stood trial; the court told him no one had
made such a request. When then, Mr. Ashkan Panah explained he was not aware of that right and
that he had to personally request, but now that he was made aware of, was specifically
requesting an interpreter to translate into Farsi the testimonies; the Judge agreed to provide
him with one; but it never did.
To worsen the matter, the judge removed the initially family hired “Farsi speaking attorney”
from his case, due to an automobile injury over repeated objection of Mr. Ashkan Panah, and,
replaced him with another American Non-Farsi speaking attorney. As a result, Mr. Ashkan
Panah was lost as to understanding fully what all testimony was being given against him and lost
his constitutional right to be able to "Communicate" fully with his attorneys regarding his
defense; understanding the language and being able to communicate with one’s attorney are the
most basic fundamental constitutional rights to defend against oneself in any trial, anywhere in
the world; yet, the trial Judge unreasonably denied a fair chance to Mr. Ashkan Panah.
It is a sham trial and a mockery of the judicial system recognized throughout the world, to take
& deprive a man: A foreigner, to stand trial and facing to have to defend for their life and
innocence, when facing "Language barriers" and difficulties.
This fact alone, nullifies any legitimacy of all proceedings held; ESP. Since the Judge was made
aware, a specific request was made by the defendant himself expressing the need for an
interpreter, yet the judge never cared to comply. That’s deliberate judicial bias.

9) The Biased Jurors:
One of the Jurors was heard telling news media after convicting Mr. Ashkan Panah that:
“We have our neighbors that we must answer to.” This fact shows:
1- A vengeful lynch mob mentality regardless of evidence;
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2- The Jurors’ fear of retaliation in their community if not convicting.
Another Juror had to ask her Church Priest as how to vote on “Death Penalty”, whom in
return, directed her to biblical passages that made up her mind and to “come into peace with
herself and God” as she said; then voted for Death Penalty to be imposed.
Obviously, she must have engaged in this same misconduct for reaching a decision to convict
Mr. Hooman Ashkan Panah at the initial “Guilt phase.”
Essentially it was rather the vote of: Her priest and their church community and the bible and
allegedly God, as extra sitting Jurors behind the scenes; major U. S. Constitutional violations in
any Jury trial.
Shockingly, one Juror member and his family were also Parishioners and members of “The
same church” as the deceased’s family (The parkers): And;
a) His children attended “The same school” as the deceased;
b) He even remembered fully being aware of all details of “The funeral, eulogy memorial prayer
piece” by the priest in his church; which:
c) His family and (Himself most likely) participated in that prayer eulogy with the rest of his
parishioners. Yet, this obviously “Biased and partial person”, with vested interest in the outcome
of the case, with all his “Parishioners”; “The parkers family”; “His priest”; “His neighbors”; “His
children” and his “Children’s and the deceased’s schoolmates” relying on him to:
1- Convict Mr. Ashkan Panah;
2- To persuade other members of Jury to convict also; was shockingly allowed to sit in as a Juror
in Mr. Ashkan Panah’s trial; like a mercenary on a special assignment mission to “Convict” and
“Condemn to death”!!!
This is unheard of in any case, let alone “A criminal case”, a “Murder trial” case where the
stakes were so high; Not only No “Fairness” could be possible in any such a case, but not even a
“presumption of a fair and impartial trial” can exist; this diminishes “The integrity of the judicial
system” in a questionable sham of a farce trial, where “The decision maker” is so biased and his
motives and intentions and partiality questionable that “The verdict” is not only unreliable and
void; but rather it’s “A mockery of Justice”!!!
To make matters worse, it was repeatedly witnessed that during the trial:
a) “A priest in full priesthood garb attire”: The same priest from the Juror’s and parker
family’s “Church” was attending the trial and sitting next to deceased’s mother as a sign and
show of “support” for the deceased’s family and demanding so-called (blind) Justice by insuring
a quick and swift conviction and death sentence!
b) The priest and the juror were seen winking and nodding at each other, meaning:
There was clear acknowledgement of what was required and expected: “A conviction”, and, for
the Juror to prove his binding loyalty to the religious leader of: Himself, his family and their
close-knit community.
Would “Any human being in the world”, feel even the remote possibility of fairness, let alone
“Justice”?! Or, they’d feel the whole trial and Jury is rigged, pre-planned and a sham circus show
enfolding openly (Not even covertly) and daring you to object as to fairness and complain:
What sort of “mockery is such a Justice system” or “So-called trial”?!
The following shocking, sad, devastating fact and unimaginable act of “Betrayal” explain:
a) Why Mr. H. Ashkan Panah never had a fair chance from the start in hopes for a fair trial?!...
b) How and why he could not escape a wrongful conviction?! –And…
c) What factor and obstacle stood in his way of proving his innocence at his trial?!
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10) Deliberate betrayal, abandonment, and “Selling-out" of his
“Specifically chosen” by court, appointed” trial counsel: Attorney Mr. Robert
Sheahen:
In order to be appointed on Mr. Ashkan Panah’s case, attorney Mr. sheahen, unbeknownst to his
client (Mr. Ashkan Panah) had written a "Confidential letter", dated February 24, 1994; to:
The presiding Judge of the superior court in charge of "Appointment of attorneys" to
different cases, Judge Cecil j. Mills; specifically requesting himself to be appointed as Mr.
Ashkan Panah’s attorney based on alleged: "Considering the unique circumstances of this case, it
would be appropriate to appoint counsel other than the public defender", furthermore, citing a
case law as the basis of his request alleging:
“The interest of Justice would be served by the appointment of a particular attorney.”
This is how Mr. Sheahen declared the interest of Justice would be best served; to the detriment of
the poor and indigent foreigner client whom had caught his interest to such degree to follow
(stalk) & actively seeking out his case, as he laid out his plans & intentions in writing, as follow:
1- "Under these circumstances, the court system would be saved a great deal of time and the
taxpayers would be saved a great deal of money if Mr. sheahen and Mr. Shafinia are
appointed as counsel for the defendant.”
2- … "Given defendant’s complete faith in Mr. Sheahen, it is possible that he would follow
their advice to enter a plea at an early stage of the proceedings.” (Meaning: He’d make sure a
“Guilty plea”, + no "-trial").
3- “On the other hand, were the public defenders to be appointed, this sense of trust would
not exist and the result might be an extremely costly trial.” (Meaning: He would almost
guarantee a "Guilty plea deal” of life without the possibility of parole, as he repeatedly later told
the trial Judge of his repeated advisement to Mr. Ashkan Panah; whereas the public defender
may want to fight and defend Mr. Ashkan Panah and try to prove his innocence which would
create a lengthy and expensive trial).
It is irrefutable that Mr. Sheahen had a "False sense of loyalty", instead of as an attorney’s sworn
duty being: Looking out for the best interest, protection and defending his client; instead his
loyalties laid in advocating “The court system" and “The taxpayers":
His job appointing salary paying benefactor bosses. He didn’t even care as to what the law is:
A suspect/defendant is "presumed innocence until proven otherwise, by a court of law and
through fair and equal constitutional protection of the law, of access to the court; through
meaningful and effective representation and advocacy by counsel"!!!-Mr. Sheahen viewing himself instead, as “The representative attorney" for “The taxpayers" and
their “Financial interests" instead of his own client’s, essentially made him: An added/ the
additional "4th active prosecutor/district attorney" working against his own client.

What’s worse, is that:
a) This was 10 months prior to any trial;
b) Months before hearing any evidence or knowing all the facts;
c) Or interviewing any or all witnesses;
d) Having consulted with or retained any "Experts" or "An Investigator";
e) He had not seen or viewed all case evidence;
f) Was not in possession of, nor had been given "Full access to prosecution team’s discovery
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files", reports, ...Etc.; yet pouncing on and playing on Mr. Ashkan Panah’s "Complete faith" and
trust in him, to sell him-out and subvert and circumvent his constitutional and "Human right" to
receive a fair trial and be presumed innocent until a Jury may decide otherwise.
g) This was 9 months before November 21, 1994 ("Marsden Hearing") which he erroneously
told the court that: “Having seen the photos of the deceased and receiving the D.N.A test results
he’s got full picture of the case as far as the outcome.”(Indeed, he lied at that hearing also, again,
Re: D.N.A results; although they were "Negative" of Mr. Ashkan Panah’s D.N.A and
exculpatory and exonerating him; instead he was misleading the judge that D.N.A results worked
against his client. And, by his failure to comply with Mr. Ashkan Panah’s insistence on
introducing D.N.A result which he told the judge would exonerate him; Sheahen guaranteed
a "Guilty verdict").

Mr. Sheahen during many subsequent to having been successfully appointed as counsel for Mr.
Ashkan Panah based on his promises of "Client abandonment" and "Insuring a deal and no trial;
let alone a costly one"; was ultimately appointed to the case; and in:
a) Many subsequent "Pretrial" proceedings;
b) In "Post-Conviction habeas corpus declarations", repeatedly detailed: His sole intentions
were to insure Mr. Ashkan Panah was not defended, but rather would be "Coerced" into taking
"A plea deal" for life without possibility of parole; so that no trial would take place. -However, when Mr. Ashkan Panah complained to the trial judge and insisted on his innocence
and demanded a trial; Mr. Sheahen was neither "Prepared", nor was his "Heart" and "Mind" on
the right positive loyal framework for advocacy, or even desired for his client to be exonerated.
He was deliberately ineffective as so-called “Attorney” who had, and, continued to sabotage
any fair chance of trial or exoneration of his client. Therefore, with all the negative D.N.A results
and Pathology evidence, available evidence of 3rd party culpability; innocence, reasonable
doubt; …Etc.; Mr. Ashkan Panah still didn’t have a faint chance of hope, since his own attorney
wouldn’t allow them to COME TO LIGHT!
As such, a misinformed Jury, misguided by perjuries and untruths told by corrupt prosecutors,
and their team, convicted Mr. Hooman Ashkan Panah with slanted fabrications and even worse:
The Jury only had fragments of a puzzle (Evidence and facts) which wrongly distorted with
prejudice their overall view and tainted their decision – making – process throughout the trial
and in reaching an unjust and deadly verdict.

Shockingly turning a blind eye to all these evidence, this Injustice persists and
continues for more than 23 years:
1:

California Supreme Court (CSC) “Direct appeal” denial, March 2005.

2:

California Supreme Court “Habeas Corpus” Denial, August 2006,

3:

California Supreme Court, “1st Amended Habeas Corpus for exhaustion brief”, denial,
April 2011,

4:

Federal District Court (Central District Court) Western Division, Los Angeles)
“2nd Amended Federal Habeas Corpus, the Merits brief” denial, 11/14/2013,
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ATTEMPTED MURDER(S) OF HOOMAN ASHKAN PANAH:
On February 4th 2012, through a well-coordinated and sinister plot devised by prison staff,
inmate Joseph A. Barret, who never had any past arguments with Hooman Ashkan Panah, in an
unprovoked attack from behind, ambushed and attempted to kill Hooman Ashkan Panah, in the
prison yard with a shank on behalf of racist prison guards; in order to silence the negative D.N.A
test results and Hooman’s attempts to prove his innocence in a court of law.
Mr. Barret, was convicted of killing an inmate, and he was to be retained in isolation at all times.
However he was allowed to be close to Hooman Ashkan Panah, and after stabbing Mr. Panah, he
was sent to isolation and in a short time later he was rewarded by staff by taking him out of the
hole as his punishment and instead they transferred him to psychiatric ward of San Quentin
Prison where he has been receiving many special treatments and amenities.
When the Feb 04, 2012 attempted murder plan “A” didn’t work, S.Q. prison staff resorted to
plan “B” and on Nov 05, 2012 tampered with Hooman’s religious food diet tray by writing
terroristic messages all over its inner top lid and most likely spiked it with dangerous/poisonous
substance.
Hooman engaged in a spiritual, peaceful journey of 23 days hunger strike (11/05/12-11/28/12) in
protest, during which time he lost 22 pounds, placing his life at great risk again.
Shockingly staff still refused to provide him sealed-meals for his protection and to inshore his
safety.
Since December, 2012 up to now he bought and preparing his own meals daily, on strictly selfdisciplined-rations, to survive.
Only by the grace of God, has Hooman survived these cruel attempts on his life; and has
become even more stronger physically, in health, spirit and resolve to march forward in his
endeavors, so once and for all to clear up his name and obtain long overdue justice for his
wrongful convection.
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Photos of the weapon used in the attempted murder attack against Hooman, at San
Quentin State Prison’s exercise yard for the condemned prisoners on Feb 04, 2012.
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CURRENT STATUS OF THE CASE:
Currently the case is pending before the U.S. Federal Court, the Ninth Circuit, filed on
November 20, 2014 Mr. Hooman Ashkan Panah’s opening brief,
This is the Court, where Mr. Ashkan Panah has the crucial shot to lay all his claims for his
release and freedom, so long awaited.
Yet, the federal district Judge, out of 58 plus claims and sub claims, only has provided him a
“Certificate of appeal ability” as to one claim:
The false evidence claim”: Regarding the false serology and exonerating D.N.A evidence
APPELLANT’S REPLY BRIEF March 9, 2016

More than 23 long and hard years, and still counting!
Hooman Ashkan Panah remains hopeful, sincerely prays and appeals to the
Ninth Circuit Court Judges’ fairness, sense of Justice and humanity to finally
reset and fix this great Injustice.
These subject matters have been explained and described based on existing and available facts
and many evidences in the case and in the court.
Friday March 10, 2017
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Index to innocence project letter:
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December 16, 2011 Letter by attorney Mr. Mark Drozdowski (Federal Public Defender)
describing case fact and evidence that establish Hooman’s innocence.
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October 09, 2015 Letter by attorney Mr. Joseph Trigilio (Federal Public Defender)
describing case fact and evidence that establish Hooman’s innocence.
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April 01, 2016 Letter by attorney Mr. Joseph Trigilio (Federal Public Defender) describing
case fact and evidence that establish Hooman’s innocence.
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Forensic Analytical D.N.A report – Mrs. Lisa Calandro, MPH February 27, 2004
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Forensic Analytical D.N.A report – Mr. Keith E. Petersen Inman, MCrim May 25, 2006
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Mr. Michael M. Baden, M.D. statement on victim’s death April 1, 2004
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Robert Sheahen Trial Attorney’s letter February 24, 1994
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Patrick Couwenberg Trial Prosecutor Year 2001
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Mr. Ahmad Reza Seihoon’s first statement November 22, 1993
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November 21, 1994 (Page 1024) pretrial court transcript, where Hooman from the outset
asked and insisted from the Judge to conduct “D.N.A Test in order to prove his innocence.
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Nicole Parker was last seen Saturday 11/20/1993 at “11:15 am.”
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Police report of witness Mr. Neil's statements that Nicole Parker was seen alive, the day
after prosecutor's wrongly claimed to be the date of her death.
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